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Geography Big
Curriculum Picture

What are the
threats to tropical
rainforest?

Year
11
PPE 2

Why are
tropical
rainfores
ts so
unique?

What the distinguishing
features of deciduous
woodlands?

The world’s biomes
and why are they
important?

Why are deciduous
woodlands under
threat?

What are the impacts
of tropical storms

11

Global climate
change

Geology of the UK
Natural
processes in
the UK

What factor cause water How might technology
supply problems?
improve water availability?

How do geopolitical
What factors
relationships impact
have caused
on India?
rapid changes to
Mexico City?

What are the
challenges for
Sheffield?

How and why does How can water be
sustainably managed
water availability
at different scales?
vary?

What factors affect
water consumption?

How and why
does water
availability
vary?

Coastal and
river
challenges

What is the context
of Mexico City?

Year 10
exam

YEAR

Year 11
PPE 1

What is a drought
and what are the
impacts ?

How are the challenges
being managed in
Mexico City?

FIELDWORK: To what extent
has the regeneration of
Sheffield CBD improved the
quality of life?

FIELDWORK – river
Coastal and
characteristics Coastal and Varying UK
river
landscapes
river
change
Management
downstream landforms

How can the
development gap
be reduced?

Why does
development
vary?

What are the
consequences
of uneven
development?

Why does defining
development
become complex?

What are
positives
and
negatives
of India’s
rapid
developm
ent?

What is the
context of India?

What factors
influence India’s
development?

Resource security and
problems
What are natural
resources and are
we running out?

Global Resource
Patterns

What are the
threats to tropical
rainforest?

Where are the
world’s biomes?

Are cities ever going to
be sustainable?

10

GCSE
begins

Why are tropical Why is the
rainforests so
biosphere so
unique?
important?

Why is water so
important?

What is trade
and are TNCs
good or bad?

What
causes
droughts

What problems do
mega cities face
Cities of the
future

What causes
flooding?

How do river
change
downstream?

How are
tropical
storms
formed?

What is climate
change?

Where are areas of surplus and deficit located globally?
What is Aid?

YEAR

What is HDI and
why is it useful?

How is wealth
distributed?

9
What is the
role of
Fairtrade?

What causes
waterfalls to
form?

What are the
sustainable
development
goals?

How can we measure
development?

How are
volcanoes
formed?

How can we
respond to
earthquakes?

Climate change –
Humans or natural?

How can the
impacts of flooding
be reduced?

Where are the world’s
earthquakes and
volcanoes?

What happens
beneath our feet?

What
challenges
does the
coast face?

What are
the natural
processes?

Why is our
coastline
changing?

What are
tsunamis and how
does
development
effect disasters?
What are the
impacts of
volcanoes?

What do we
mean by
sustainability?

How can
we make a
difference?

What are the
impacts of climate
change?

What are
impacts of
earthquakes?

World population –
how many people are
there?

Ecotourism – is
it possible?

Overpopulation - is it
a problem?

Is the population
getting older?

Mapping and
moving how to use
them properly

How are
coastal
Landforms
made?

Ocean discovery –
sailing the high
seas

Ever wondered why?
Geographical
mysteries
Where in the
world?

YEAR

7

Hunan
threats to
the natural
world

Natural world –
why is it
important?

Geographical skills
what does a place
look like from a
map?

Continental Writing
showcase our
understanding

Discover Human
and Physical
Characteristics
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YEAR

8

Migration – what is it
and why do people
move?

Can you control a
population?

Population
distribution – is it
even?
Decision making –
where would you
build?

Exploitation of the
natural world

How can we
manage the
coastline?

What is the
structure of
the Earth?

Geographical
disasters – humans
vs. nature?

Evidence based Research

Diversity • Wellbeing • Aspirations • Values

YEAR

Why do people want to
live in cities?

How do
ecosystems
function?

Strong Work Ethic • Kindness • Decency
Life chances - gender

Life chances – disability and sexuality

SOCIOLOGY
Big Picture - Curriculum

Life
chances –
social class

Theories
of social
class

Sources
of data
on crime

Weber : power
and authority

Poverty – definitions
and causes
Life chances Different
ethnicity
forms of
Groups in poverty
strat
Theories of crime
and deviance
Social construction of
crime and deviance

Gender and educational
attainment

YEAR

11

Ethnicity
and crime

Gender and
crime

Social class
and crime

Social control –
formal and Informal

Family diversity
Usefulness of different in UK society
Research methods

Definitions of crime
and deviance
The dark side
of family life

Social class and
educational
attainment

Ethnicity and
Educational attainment

Divorce – causes and
consequences

Setting, streaming ,labelling
and the self fulfilling
prophecy

Anti school
Childhood and
subcultures
Old age
Theories of education
Functionalism Marxism and fem

Factors influencing
choice of
research method

Socialisation
and identity
formation

The hidden
curriculum

Changing relationships
and conjugal roles

Different types of data
strengths and weaknesses
Basic
sociological
concepts

The role of the
family
In society- theories

Theories of education
Functionalism, marxism
and feminism .

Changing trends and
patterns in family life
Marriage,cohabitation,
fertlity, singledom
,single parenthood

The nature v
nurture
debate

10

GCSE
begins

Evidence based Research

Diversity • Wellbeing • Aspirations • Values

YEAR

Where are areas of surplus and deficit located globally?
YEAR

9

SOCIOLOGY TASTER SESSIONS

YEAR

NA

8

NA
YEAR

7
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